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and beauty of these brick, that they are becoming an article of 
export. Strangers, upon landing here, are surprised that all the 
brick houses are painted of the same color; and their surprise is 
not abated when informed that they are not painted at all—the 
color being that of the bricks themselves.* 

o fossils of any kind have yet been discovered in these lake 
deposits. Cylindrical concretions, of an interesting kind, are 
often found investing the fibres of roots that have penetrated 

small opening through the centre. On breaking across one of 
these concretions, it is seen to have a concentric structure, as if 
made of concentric cylinders. Their form is usually cylindrical, 
tapering at each end. ‘They are much harder than the surround- 
ing mass of clay. 

Arr. XII.—On the Origin of Continents ; by James D. Dana. 

gions of eruption. Hence it was inferred that contraction must 
have taken place to the greatest extent over the parts now oceanic, 
just as any cooling sphere becomes depressed on the side which 
cools last. This was shown to correspond with the actual his- 
tory of our globe, inasmuch as an increasing depth in the ocean 
cavity would necessarily leave more and more land above water 
in successive epochs, as accords with observations. It was ob- 
served that the hypothesis was farther borne out by facts: for 
while it appears that the land has, on the whole, been increasing 
in extent, even through the tertiary era and subsequent to it, the 
ocean’s bottom has actually subsided several thousand feet within 
a late period, as shown by the coral islands scattered over the 
wide Pacific.{ 

large extent, too cold for corals, proves nothing against the hypothesis. On the 

ance of some points of land by submergence. All existing Atlantic islands are of 
igneous origin except the Falklands, to the east of Tierra del Fuego. 
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By reference, therefore, to the principle of unequal contraction, 
and to those subordinate causes of change of level usually ap- 
pealed to by Geologists, ( though treated of commonly as primary 

n order to understand the bearing of the facts, we should 
bring to mind the effects of contraction. 'The more prominent 
are as follows :— 

1. Depressions, provided the contraction be unequal in different 
ts. 

2. Apparent elevations, as a consequence of the depressions ; 
that is, elevations as compared with the lowest level, or with a 

y of water occupying the depressions. 

* We may here mention one or two facts in corroboration of the general theory, 
that the more igneous portions of the globe have contracted most and thereby be- 

bm or example, we the continent of ca reduced toa 
narrow strip of land, just where the great American tract | from east to 

a on of igneous action, not yet entirely extinct; that is, about the 

South America are nearly disjoined by a broad arm of the ocean. This single 
Instance is the only one, through the continent of America, of voleanic eruptions 
east of the great western chain of mountains. : a 

in, the East Indies, another region of perpetual fires, in the earth’s history, 
constitute a cluster of islands separating from Asia the large non-voleanic 

olland, properly a part of a southeastern extension of the continent. Moreover, 
i 0 as 

Jand, without fires, exist in the midst of the group, Borneo being one example, 
equalling in extent half the United States, east of the Mississippi. The Indian 
Ocean, at the same time, bears evidence in its coral islands of a much more ex- 
tensive subsidence. Se 

e this Journal, ii, ii ser., 355. While thus mentioning the name of M. C. Pré- 
vost, we should remember that the theory of contraction, as a cause of the earth’s 
features, dates as far back as Leibnitz, many of whose speculations in science are 

partial application of the principle to the Appalachians. aa : 
e writer does not claim to have presented any new principle, except it may 

be the special cause assigned for the oceanic depressions ; and whether this holds 
true, remains for the future to determine. 
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3. Fissure 
A. Bjection of igneous matter, at times, through fissures.* 
5. Upheaval along a line of fissure, the surface adjoining being 

more or less raise 
6. Upliftings and foldings from lateral pressure.—An are of the 

exterior surface being greater than any corresponding arc below 
the surface, a depression of the hardened exterior, produced by 
the cooling beneath, would in some instances cause lateral dis- 
placements. 

7. An unequal rate of subsidence over given areas in different 
periods.—Contraction tends to occasion a strain upon the cooled 
and unyielding exterior, accompanied generally by a consequent 
diminished rate of subsidence, or a cessation of it. This strain 
increases till it results i in fractures ; and following this crisis, sub- 

within or without the area; and at the time of fissuring, there 
might be other upheavals. It follows, hence, that— 

a. There would be prolonged intermissions in the subsidence 
of given areas; and this must have been the fact throughout the 
history of the § 

There reat fae been oscillations in the land as com- 
pared with a water level, the water at times rising gradually 
over land that, during a previous period, had emerged; and the 
reverse. 

c. There might be in the same epoch, under such circumstan- 
ces, an unequal retreat of the ocean from the coasts of different 
oe ntinents, or a rise in one place and a retreat in others: for the 

ges by contraction are supposed to have been every where in 
ous t the same time, and throughout different in character 
and extent. 

d. Changes of level may _ some cases have been gradual, 
and in other cases parorysmal ; for the opening of large fissures 
would often be of the latter iti 
bi In an elliptical area of contraction, there will be two sys- 

of fissures at right angles with one another, as follows from 
ring cdlénilating of Win. Hopkins, Esq.t But if the area is bounded 
on one side by a region participating but little in the ee 
the effects would be most decided on the borders of such a 
gion ; and they would consist in extensive fissures ranging sidng 

* Prévost argnes that all oepsem of igneous matter have arisen from the col- 
Japsing of the surface upon the fluid of ve interior, which is thereby pressed out. 
This is a pro cable effect of — contraction going on, though it seems to be ex- 

© include with it all the eruptions of volcanoes. 
t Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc., vii, 22. 
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the area, and an attending swelling of the surface, or else a rising 
of the strata into folds by lateral pressure.* 

The effects of lateral pressure might in many parts be local or of 
very limited extent. A contracting : area might be made up of sev- 
eral separate areas of Peres oe not acting together upon any 
particular line. Even supposing a whole quarter of our globe to 
exert laterally all the force possible, by a uniform contraction con- 
tinued till the surface was depressed eight miles in depth, the 
whole effect would be equivalent to a lateral dislocation of only 
twelve miles. And in this calculation, we make no allowance 
for upliftings over the contracting area, which would diminish 
the action; nor for a diminution of breadth in the surface of the 
area, which diminution must be going on if the surface is losing 
heat. In the remarks which follow relating to this point, Amer- 
ica, therefore, is not instanced as an example of what must every 
where have happened, but of what has here happened. 

The foregoing are the obvious effects of contraction. A Prince 
Rupert’s drop (a drop of unannealed glass) may be referred to for 
farther illustration. The exterior, owing to its Ries first, is 
under oe papas and each particle (or section ) in the surface, 
presses laterally upon its neighbor like a stone of an arch upon 
the one adjciniog, ; and hence the effect of a simple scratch in 
causing it to break to pieces, explosively. The earth, had it 
cooled uniformly over the whole exterior, (and were it made of 
a uniform homogeneous material,) would have been in the same 
circumstances, the whole crust being under immense tension, yet 
every where balanced, and therefore not apparent; but Popling 
unequally, the same actual amount of force has been exerted, yet 
at different periods, producing, in different parts and in different 
periods, fractures, de epressions and upliftings. 
We comprehend the effects described more clearly if we re- 

member, as we Pues the common statement, that the niga 

* With regard to the foldi = strata by lateral pressure, the theory was first 
nted by Sir James Sane Ory s. Ro mf Pee Edinb., vii, 85,) and the injection 

of granite, coupled with the. amin of pe land, ine suggested by him as a 
source of the pressure in the instances he m n vat A on re a 

on this subject, says, in his work on eivinane) published jn 1825, * ‘Phere is ! 
son to conclude that in most og a be; sniongi * ata, particu ularly ed pre 
were only aay indurated, have bee wrted ont bent ssf ie ce saa 

paar to give the appearance of heqieh aherations oF a 
what is in reality but the replication selaphowas ct 

In Beche applies the theory to the structure of a the Ae (Gee , (Geol. i Resarehen, » 

Aut Sir James Hall to pion ae i t besides the 
lateral se ukey general followed s a phy at to thi result. “But since the soft 
Strata are inelastic, and moreover, in t li "ik mgd re 
clude that there is sufficient vertical stared ieee ieee foreign Flas 
A small hand model a het dion in thi eas, a a chil 
model of a br to t 
Rocks se, Vol. ‘ir 1 No? Tote 13 

Jeeps 
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mountains of the earth are about equal in comparative altitude 
to the thickness of the cracked varnish on a twelve inch globe. 

We remark, again, that we exclude none of those causes of 
elevation usually recognized, which facts show to have been in 
operation, though allowing them only a subordinate place. 

From these explanations, we proceed to the application of them. 
If the reader will place before him a good map of North Amer- 

ica, he will perceive at once the effects which have been alluded 
to exhibited on a grand scale, on both sides of the continent. On 
the Atlantic side, the Appalachians, from Maine to Georgia, con- 
sist of rock strata, which have been variously folded up into 
ridges, as has been made out with great beauty and fullness by 
Professors W. B. and H. D. Rogers.* These folds are in several 
series, but are nearly uniform or parallel in position. As should 
be expected from the nature of the cause, the plications are more 
frequent and abrupt on the side of the chain nearest the ocean, 
and gradually die out westward just beyond the limits of the 
Appalachians. As another result of proximity to the contract- 
ing area, the rocks on the eastern side have been most altered 

by the very contraction which occasioned the depression ; an 
between lies a vast plain, scarcely affected at all by these changes, 
the great central area of the continent. ‘This view is farther sus- 

* Trans. of the Assoc. of Amer. Geol. and Nat., 1840. ] : , al is Journal, xliii, 177; xliv, 359. pare AS ames REN ler 
_ | See the section of the region between the mouth of the Kansas and Fort Van- 
couver, by Captain Fremont, in the Report of his Exploring Expedition to the Rocky Mountains in 1842, and to Oregon and North California in 1843, 1844. Printed by order of the Senate of the United States, Washington, 1845. 
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tained by finding that the effects of fire are most apparent on the 
ocean side of the mountains, precisely as about the Appalachians, 
yet to a more remarkable extent.* Indeed, there are no remains 
of volcanoes, or their ejections, to the east of the summit; while 
to the west, the country of Oregon is in many parts buried beneath 
basaltic or other volcanic rocks, and several existing voleanic cones 
have been described. Still farther, we observe a second, a third, 
and even a fourth parallel range of heights from the summit 
of the mountains to the coast; and the third (the Cascade 
range) rivals the Rocky Mountains in the height of some of its 

wy peaks. Vast fissures were opened to the fires below, as 

action. + Here, then, are the natural effects of proximity to a 

region of contraction—the Pacific—in which the remains 0 ig- 
_e action every where abound. 

s been well established that the Appalachian folds or 
pleation were made since the coal period, for the coal beds 

nelosed in the folds;{ and the rising of the Rocky chain 
ee sth subsequent to that era. The effect of contraction in pro- 
ducing these elevations, was therefore comparatively little felt in 
the very earliest ages, when the surface of the depressed (or ig- 
neous) portion was itself somewhat yielding, but subsequen uently, 
When it had become stiffened to a considerable depth by saalinen 

appears hence to be a perfect eoneyectanae= ween meee 
and the causes adduced. 

ter; for the irruption is in general an effect of a very different 
action, as has been urged by a This ond be as true of 

' * The same is the general schinaatiee of the Andes. In an account of the geo! 

of Chile, M. I, Don Saget says, speaking of the Andes in abe fatitude of ee 
* En regardant A coté de l'Ouest, on voit un yer sement comple let 
terrain soulevé: des fuilles et déchirements, des e sepealantn pic 
tions t és etinterrompues. En portant a cann la vue du cote de pote est, on 

ait. des pentes douces, des bancs de rochers presque horizontaux et ee 
interrompos.” ave 

i Ss out announce que le principal mouvement ui — 
aasion es Andes te ac va du cété viel U Ouest, ee eR ap cote Seer et: 7, 
iments ha! marquent Je rivage actuel ie ‘TOcea ean grate le Cap ee Rlosin: 
av Mont s Rocheuses, continue a se soulever d'une maniere ogee et — 

reepti lee ve mugissement des bruits souterra ee a 3, Bad. lio, nytivly trembie- 
ments $9, Jerre sheet. — Annales des Mines, iv ser.,1 

anites ma have been the: Cath products ; but ie’ existing voleanic | moun- 
tains “hats bas on and trachytes r their surface rocks. 

+ Ww. Be 
522, 

H. D. Rogers, Acad Assoc. Amer. Geol. and Nat., 1840-1842, 
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era. The dip of the new red sandstone accompanying them is 
probably another effect. ‘The Ozark mountains, forming a line 
parallel with the Appalachians, beyond the Mississippi, may be 
referred to the same system of changes. 

The economical advantages belonging to the features of North 
America that have thus originated, are most remarkable, and 
this view of their origin gives them increased interest. The 
Silurian rocks indicate that before the coal period the region was 
comparatively level, and lay. mostly beneath the sea. As it 
emerged it was still dripping with water, so that, under a climate 
peculiarly genial, coal vegetation might have grown luxuriantly. 
But had it continued thus flat to a later period, it would have had 
but small streams, and probably, for want of a mountain barrier 
to intercept the drying Pacific winds, the desert regions of the 
west would have traversed the land, as Sahara has spread over 
Africa. As if to prevent these results, and give a vastness scarcely 
equalled to its resources, the land was raised into mountains 
on either coast, those of the west, where the barrier was most 
needed, ascending even to the regions of perpetual snows. The 
whole interior is now enclosed by the Rocky Mountains on the 
one side and the Appalachians on the other, and a thousand 
streams are set in motion over the wide land from either bound, 
all to contribute to a common trunk, the great highway of the 
country. ‘Thus the largest possible extent of intercommunicating 
inland waters has been secured; and for the same reason a great 

rt have been made to flow so nearly on a plain as to afford navi- 
gation almost from one end of the territory to the other, and extend 
their fertilizing influence over the whole surface. A similar result 
has been produced on the narrow ocean side of the main chains by 

been 
compelled to flow far north and south between these ranges, 
and fertilize an extended country before the sea was reached. 
Thus the noble Columbia, with its wide spread tributaries, was 
made for Oregon ; and in the same manner were formed the Wil- 
lammet, the Sacramento, and the Joachim, which run in long - 
courses between the Cascade and Coast ranges of heights. Thus 
on the Atlantic side, we have the Shenandoah and other head 
waters to the Potomac, and at the north, a Hudson, Connecticut 
and Merrimack flowing in parallel lines. 

_Note.—In connection with this article, it should have been ear- 
lier mentioned that the theory of “ secular refrigeration” has been 
presented with much force, in many points of view, by W. W. 
Mather, in this Journal, vol. xlix. p. 284, (1845), and the foldings 
of the Appalachians are attributed by him to this cause, ! 




